Adfree Cities complaint to the Advertising
Standards Authority
Re: Greenwash-by-omission “Here for
good” Standard Chartered adverts
Date: 30th May 2022
To whom it may concern,
We are writing to lodge a formal complaint about a series of online advertisements by
Standard Chartered bank, published on platforms including Facebook, Twitter, Instagram
and YouTube between February 2021 to May 2022 with the slogan “Here for good”. The
adverts appear in full and abridged form across Standard Chartered’s online presence, in
both sponsored and unsponsored content.
The adverts are greenwash by omission since they emphasise the bank’s intended green
and transition financing while omitting significant information about the substantial,
ongoing finance that Standard Chartered continues to provide to the fossil fuel industry.
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By focusing solely on the bank’s promised ‘green’ investments, the adverts give the
misleading and false impression that Standard Chartered has an overall positive impact
on the environment. In this complaint we detail the ways in which the advertisements in
question are in breach of the UK Code of Non-broadcast Advertising and Direct &
Promotional Marketing (the Code), in particular Principles 3.1, 3.3 (Misleading advertising),
3.7 (Substantiation), and 11.1 (Environmental claims).
The adverts in question are centred around phrases including:

“At Standard Chartered, we believe progress doesn’t have to cost our planet”
and

“to keep moving forward, we need to leave carbon behind.”
In stark contrast to the sentiment in these statements, Standard Chartered is UK’s third
most polluting bank and has provided $39.6 billion USD in fossil fuel finance since the
Paris Agreement (from 2016-2021). The bank is a major financier of fossil fuel firms
including those with significant, ruinous expansion plans, for example, Saudi Aramco, the
energy firm responsible for the most CO2e emissions of any single company in the world.
Standard Chartered is Europe’s ninth biggest financier of oil and gas expansion. It has no
commitment to phase-out coal exposure by any date. The bank’s current policies make its
own ‘net zero by 2050’ target impossible to reach.1 It is also the UK’s third largest financier
of destructive agribusiness, thereby supporting an industry responsible for widescale
deforestation, human rights abuses and destruction of ecologically sensitive areas2.
Further material information regarding Standard Chartered’s detrimental environmental
impact can be found below.
We are concerned that an average person seeing the “Here for good” adverts would be
misled to think that Standard Chartered cares for the environment and is acting
responsibly towards the planet and people in its operations. These issues are likely to
impact consumers of Standard Chartered’s brand as many people increasingly attempt to
live in a sustainable way and associate themselves with companies they perceive to be
sustainable. Since banking with Standard Chartered exposes customers to the risk of
financing fossil fuels, it is dishonest to consumers to promote a ‘green’ brand image.
Standard Chartered’s greenwash by omission adverts also have consequences beyond
misleading consumers, although this is of course important. By building a ‘green’ brand
image, the adverts also help Standard Chartered to:
● attract financial partners who are concerned about investing in sustainable
practices
● maintain its high-profile sponsorship of Liverpool Football Club in spite of rising
concerns amongst fans about climate breakdown
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Market Forces Investor Briefing: Standard Chartered (16 February 2022)
Global Witness. Deforestation Dividends How global banks profit from rainforest destruction and
human rights abuses (October 2021)
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●
●

deflect meaningful shareholder action to improve its climate policies
stave off meaningful government regulation to end the financing of fossil fuels.

The latest report by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) was a clarion
call across sectors, including advertising. It highlighted the urgent need to reach peak
greenhouse gas emissions in just three years, by 2025, and reduce emissions by 43% by
2030 in order to avoid the most catastrophic impacts of climate breakdown - which for
millions losing lives and livelihoods across the world, is already catastrophic. The report
called for strong regulation of advertising to prevent disinformation on climate and
reduce overall carbon consumption. The following paragraph taken from the IPCC’s Full
Report is of particular relevance to this case:
“Corporate advertisement and brand building strategies also attempt to deflect
corporate responsibility to individuals, and/or to appropriate climate care sentiments
in their own brand building; climate change mitigation is uniquely framed through
choice of products and consumption, avoiding the notion of the political collective action
sphere (Doyle 2011; Doyle et al. 2019).”3
While Standard Chartered continues to finance climate breakdown, the bank’s “Here For
good” adverts, and prolific social media activity touting its green credentials, are
concerning examples of misleading environmental claims. The urgent need to reduce
global emissions calls for urgent action. In line with the regulator’s public commitment to
tighten regulation of environmental claims in light of the climate crisis, we ask the ASA to
take action to:
1. Suspend the adverts in question pending investigation.
2. To ban the ads, and ensure that any future marketing communications by Standard
Chartered that incorporate environmental claims must not omit material
information as to the bank’s substantial financing of fossil fuels.
3. To ban the slogan “Here for good” in Standard Chartered’s advertising and
advertorial content, including where these appear on its website, when the
sentiment in this slogan is false and misleading.
4. To prevent content from these adverts being used to build the bank’s green brand
image, for example through use as the profile image on its Facebook and Twitter
accounts.
In the context of a climate emergency and extremely short timescales to reduce global
emissions, we also urge the ASA to work with the CAP to introduce an Enforcement
Notice to facilitate closer monitoring of greenwashing and to disincentivise the use of
misleading environmental claims by advertisers.

P835, Chapter 5, Full Report 5.4.3 Business and Corporate Drivers in IPCC Sixth Assessment Report
(AR6) Working Group III: Mitigation of Climate Change.
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We hope you consider these suggestions and that you decide to take action on this
complaint against Standard Chartered. We look forward to hearing from you.
Yours sincerely,
Veronica Wignall
Adfree Cities

About Standard Chartered bank in the UK
Quotation from : https://www.sc.com/uk/about/
“Standard Chartered has a history of over 160 years in the UK, having opened our UK
office in 1853. Our headquarters is at 1 Basinghall Avenue, London, and both the Group
CEO and Chairman are based here.
Standard Chartered is regulated by the Prudential Regulation Authority and the
Financial Conduct Authority and is one of the UK’s largest banks. We are a FTSE100
company listed on the London Stock Exchange since 1969.
In addition to the many Group functions based in the UK, London serves as the
headquarters for the Europe & Americas business, focused on facilitating business across
Asia, Africa and the Middle East.
It is a hub for our Corporate and Institutional Banking business, and hosts a significant
Private Banking Business for the region.
Standard Chartered has been the Main Club sponsor of Liverpool Football Club since July
2010.”

Advertisement details
1. Standard Chartered is Here for good | Accelerating Zero (first published April
2022)
2. Standard Chartered is Here for good | Carbon Transition (November 2021)
3. Standard Chartered is Here for good | Sustainable Investments (May 2021)
4. Standard Chartered is Here for good | Through Different Eyes (February 2021)
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These adverts appear across multiple online platforms in abridged and unabridged form,
including as paid-for posts on Facebook and Instagram. The ad content is also used in the
bank’s ‘bio’ / ‘profile’ on Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn. Please see Appendix at the end of
this document for full details.

The full versions of each “Here for good” adverts from Feb 2021-present are
available on YouTube and summarised here:
1. Standard
Chartered is Here for
good | Accelerating
Zero (Extended Cut)

Published: 12 April 2022

Link:
https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=yT7sTX3y
R4E

Description: Where others see problems,
we see potential. That's why we're tackling
climate change now, mobilising USD300
billion to accelerate the transition to a net
zero world. Watch the film and find out
more at www.sc.com/hereforgood

2. Standard
Chartered is Here for
good | Carbon
Transition (Extended
Cut)

Transcript:
“Almost all carbon emissions
come from industries that shape
our world. But at Standard
Chartered, we believe progress
doesn’t have to cost our planet.
That’s why we’re helping our
clients change the way they
operate. By mobilising USD300
billion in green and transition
finance. Accelerating the
transition to a net zero world.
Because where others see
problems, we see potential.”
Link out: sc.com/here
First published: Nov 29, 2021
Transcript:
“Carbon. It’s helped build
everything we have. But to keep
moving forward, we need to
leave carbon behind. At
Standard Chartered, we’re
partnering with our clients to
transition to clean energy where
it’s needed most. Creating a
brighter, carbon-free future.”

Link:
https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=SAh4y_z
FaKg
Description: Rising carbon levels are a
threat to future generations. That’s why
we plan to mobilise USD300bn to help our
clients and markets achieve net zero by
2050.

Link out: sc.com/hereforgood
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3. Standard
Chartered is Here for
good | Sustainable
Investments
(Extended Cut)

First published: 4 May 2021

Link:
https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=2JzIKRN
kNmI
Description: See the good your
sustainable investments can do for you –
and parts of the world that need it most.
Watch the film to learn how our
sustainable investments can help your
money be a force for good. Learn more at
sc.com/hereforgood

4. Standard
Chartered is Here for
good | Through
Different Eyes
(Extended Cut)

Transcript: “Can your
investments have a positive
impact on the world? At
Standard Chartered, we believe
money can be a force for good.
Through your sustainable
investments with us, we’re
financing hospitals that are the
heartbeat of local communities.
Funding clean energy to make
electricity more accessible. And
investing in innovative solutions
to clean polluted marine
habitats. Sustainable
investments that benefit you
and parts of the world that need
it most.”
First published: 5 February 2021
Transcript: “At Standard
Chartered, we believe money
can be a force for good. Which is
why we’ve committed USD75
billion to funding sustainable
projects in parts of the world
that need it most. Because
progress doesn’t have to cost our
planet.”

Link:
https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=iwpqHn
UYlTA
Description: From financing innovations
that build sustainable cities to powering
millions of people through clean energy –
find out all the ways we’re using money as
a force for good at sc.com/hereforgood

Link out: sc.com/hereforgood

Complaint details
The advertisements in question are in breach of the UK Code of Non-broadcast
Advertising and Direct & Promotional Marketing (the Code), in particular Principles 3.1, 3.3
(Misleading advertising), 3.7 (Substantiation), and 11.1 (Environmental claims).
3.1 Marketing communications must not materially mislead or be likely to do so.
3.3 Marketing communications must not mislead the consumer by omitting material
information. They must not mislead by hiding material information or presenting it in an
unclear, unintelligible, ambiguous or untimely manner. Material information is
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information that the consumer needs to make informed decisions in relation to a product.
Whether the omission or presentation of material information is likely to mislead the
consumer depends on the context, the medium and, if the medium of the marketing
communication is constrained by time or space, the measures that the marketer takes to
make that information available to the consumer by other means.
3.7 Before distributing or submitting a marketing communication for publication,
marketers must hold documentary evidence to prove claims that consumers are likely to
regard as objective and that are capable of objective substantiation. The ASA may regard
claims as misleading in the absence of adequate substantiation.
11.1 The basis of environmental claims must be clear. Unqualified claims could mislead if
they omit significant information.

Standard Chartered adverts say “we believe progress doesn’t have to cost our planet”, that
they are “helping our clients change the way they operate”, “accelerating zero” and
“creating a brighter, carbon-free future.” These statements, along with the imagery in the
adverts and the slogan “Here for good”, imply that Standard Chartered is making a
leading and timely effort to reduce its financed emission.
Below we detail material information that is missing from the adverts in question that
directly conflicts with the image portrayed of a green and environmentally responsible
bank committed to social and climate justice. We show that Standard Chartered’s
activities directly contradict these statements and the sentiment portrayed in the adverts,
and that the bank is not reducing its financed emissions in a way that can reasonably be
considered to be timely or responsible.

Material information missing from Standard Chartered's adverts
Ongoing financing of fossil fuels and fossil fuel expansion, in contradiction of public
commitments to reduce emissions.
Financing fossil fuels: Standard Chartered has provided nearly $40bn (£30.7bn) in finance
to fossil fuel companies and developments in the six years between the signing of the
Paris Agreement in 2015 and the end of 2021.4
Financing fossil fuel expansion: According to this year’s annual Banking on Climate Chaos
report (2022), Standard Chartered provided more than USD 1 billion in financing for 100
key oil, gas, and coal companies expanding fossil fuels in 2021 alone. That figure rises to
USD 10.7 billion for the period 2016-20214.
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Banking on Climate Chaos report, 2022. https://www.bankingonclimatechaos.org
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Standard Chartered is a member of the UN Net Zero Banking Alliance, and was
announced as Chair of the Alliance in July 2021.5 In its publicly declared 2021 Sustainability
Aspirations, Standard Chartered said it would: “Commit to measuring, managing and
reducing emissions associated with our financing of clients to support our objective to
achieve net zero by 2050. We will develop and consult with shareholders, investors, clients
and civil society on a definition, methodology, targets and timeline.” Despite this, in 2021,
Standard Chartered went on to provide considerable finance to BP and Equinor, both
firms with substantial oil and gas expansion plans. In 2021 it increased its financing of
fracking, and of Arctic oil and gas compared to 2016, providing $56 million to the 30 top
fracking companies and 10 key fracked oil and gas pipeline companies, and $57 million to
the 30 top Arctic oil and gas companies in 2021 alone. It remains one of the world’s top
financiers of Liquefied Natural Gas, including in its role as a major financier of the
controversial Mozambique LNG pipeline, which, according to Bank Track, will “have
serious adverse impacts on ecosystems and wildlife, will lead to the forced displacement
of thousands of people, and will release millions of tonnes of greenhouse gases including
methane every year.”6
The bank continues to provide finance for Saudi Aramco, BP, Equinor and other major
energy firms with large ongoing greenhouse gas emissions, no credible transition plans to
reduce emissions in line with Paris goals, and substantial fossil fuel expansion plans.
Standard Chartered finances Chevron, which has been assessed as ‘grossly insufficient’
across each of its climate pledges and plans in the most recent Big Oil Reality Check
report, released May 2022.7
To date, the bank has not ruled out financing the East Africa Crude oil pipeline (Eacop),
which has been shunned by 15 other leading financiers owing to climate concerns8. This
pipeline would cause massive volumes of greenhouse gas emissions; with a projected
25-year lifespan, and emissions of around 34mn tonnes per year, this would be around
850mn tonnes of additional CO2. Eacop has been called “a carbon bomb and a human
rights atrocity.” Financing this pipeline would contravene the IEA’s NZE scenario that
Standard Chartered has committed to, specifically the IEA’s assertion that there must be
‘no new oil and gas fields approved for development’ by 2021.
Market Forces research shows that from January to December 2021, a handful of
expansionary fossil fuel projects funded by Standard Chartered will emit 2.3 billion tonnes
of carbon dioxide over their lifetimes – five times the annual emissions of the entire United
Kingdom.9
5

UN Environment Program, https://www.unepfi.org/news/industries/banking/nzba-governance/
Mozambique LNG (Bank Track 2021) https://www.banktrack.org/project/mozambique_lng/pdf
7
Big Oil Reality Check 2022.
https://priceofoil.org/content/uploads/2022/05/big_oil_reality_check_22_final.pdf
8
Marsh revealed in oil pipeline project shunned by leading banks and insurers.
https://www.ft.com/content/597a2b01-fb54-4fd3-b326-dadf52dc250a
6
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https://marketforces.org.uk/news/standard-chartered-agm-shareholders-rebel-against-manageme
nt-on-climate-change/
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Inadequate oil and gas lending policy
According to Market Forces, Standard Chartered has only limited restrictions on lending to
new oil and gas projects. These apply only to certain highly sensitive environments and to
extremely emission-intensive fuels. Its policy allows Standard Chartered to finance new oil
and gas projects in most parts of the world. The bank has no absolute emission reduction
targets for oil and/or gas.1
Inadequate coal policy
According to Market Forces, Standard Chartered has no commitment to phase-out coal
exposure by any date. Its restriction on finance for “companies expanding in thermal coal”
only applies “at an individual client entity level (e.g. subsidiaries),” allowing Standard
Chartered to finance coal expansion through parent or related companies. Along with
weak revenue thresholds for the sector, this allows continued funding for companies
expanding thermal coal1.
Coal is the number one source of global carbon emissions, releases a host of toxic
chemicals when burnt, and is responsible for local air pollution that contributes to
respiratory illness. Mining coal is also highly dangerous for human safety and causes
long-term illness, while simultaneously causing large scale and irreversible ecological
damage.
Impossible net zero goal
Despite updating its climate policy in October 2021, Standard Chartered’s current policies
and financing are in breach of its own ‘net zero by 2050’ goal, making this impossible to
reach.
Misleading: Far from “Accelerating zero”, Standard Chartered is continuing to operate a
business model that precludes the possibility of reaching net zero in its financed
emissions by 2050, particularly through its heavy financing of fossil fuel expansion.1
Further evidence
For further evidence on how Standard Chartered’s financing activities and climate policies
directly contradict the ‘green’ image conveyed in its adverts, please see this Investor
Briefing by Market Forces from February 2022:
https://marketforces.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/2022-02-16-Standard-Chartered-i
nvestor-briefing.pdf
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APPENDIX: Standard Chartered “Here for good” adverts

Table 1. Full advert versions on YouTube
1. Standard
Chartered is Here for
good | Accelerating
Zero (Extended Cut)

Published: 12 April 2022

Link:
https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=yT7sTX3y
R4E

Description: Where others see problems,
we see potential. That's why we're tackling
climate change now, mobilising USD300
billion to accelerate the transition to a net
zero world. Watch the film and find out
more at www.sc.com/hereforgood

1. Standard
Chartered is Here for
good | Accelerating
Zero

Transcript:
“Almost all carbon emissions
come from industries that shape
our world. But at Standard
Chartered, we believe progress
doesn’t have to cost our planet.
That’s why we’re helping our
clients change the way they
operate. By mobilising USD300
billion in green and transition
finance. Accelerating the
transition to a net zero world.
Because where others see
problems, we see potential.”
Link out: sc.com/here
Published: 12 April 2022

Link:
https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=tbbmmI
mz99g
Description: Where others see problems,
we see potential. That's why we're tackling
climate change now, mobilising USD300
billion to accelerate the transition to a net
zero world. Watch the film and find out
more at www.sc.com/hereforgood

Transcript:
“Almost all carbon emissions
come from industries that shape
our world. But at Standard
Chartered, we believe progress
doesn’t have to cost our planet.
That’s why we’re helping our
clients change the way they
operate. By mobilising USD300
billion in green and transition
finance. Accelerating the
transition to a net zero world.
Because where others see
problems, we see potential.”
Link out: sc.com/here
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2. Standard
Chartered is Here for
good | Carbon
Transition

Published: Nov 29, 2021
Transcript:
“Carbon. It’s helped build
everything we have. But to keep
moving forward, we need to
leave carbon behind. At
Standard Chartered, we’re
partnering with our clients to
transition to clean energy where
it’s needed most. Creating a
brighter, carbon-free future.”

Link:
https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=__ jXIo_Z1Q
Description: Rising carbon levels are a
threat to future generations. That’s why
we plan to mobilise USD300bn to help our
clients and markets achieve net zero by
2050.

2. Standard
Chartered is Here for
good | Carbon
Transition (Extended
Cut)

Link out: sc.com/hereforgood

Published: Nov 29, 2021
Transcript:
“Carbon. It’s helped build
everything we have. NBut to
keep moving forward, we need
to leave carbon behind. At
Standard Chartered, we’re
partnering with our clients to
transition to clean energy where
it’s needed most. Creating a
brighter, carbon-free future.”

Link:
https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=SAh4y_z
FaKg
Description: Rising carbon levels are a
threat to future generations. That’s why
we plan to mobilise USD300bn to help our
clients and markets achieve net zero by
2050.

3. Standard
Chartered is Here for
good | Sustainable
investments

Link out: sc.com/hereforgood

Published: May 4, 2021

Link:
https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=g9J7evT
GVu8

Description: Your sustainable
investments can create a better future –
both for you and the planet. Watch the
film to learn how our sustainable
investments can help your money be a
force for good.

Transcript: “Can your
investments have a positive
impact on the world? From
financing hospitals, to funding
clean energy to make electricity
more accessible, and investing in
innovative solutions, to clean
polluted marine habitats, our
sustainable investments benefit
you, and parts of the world that
need it most.
Link out: sc.com/hereforgood
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3. Standard
Chartered is Here for
good | Sustainable
Investments
(Extended Cut)

Published: 4 May 2021

Link:
https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=2JzIKRN
kNmI
Description: See the good your
sustainable investments can do for you –
and parts of the world that need it most.
Watch the film to learn how our
sustainable investments can help your
money be a force for good. Learn more at
sc.com/hereforgood

Transcript: “Can your
investments have a positive
impact on the world? At
Standard Chartered, we believe
money can be a force for good.
Through your sustainable
investments with us, we’re
financing hospitals that are the
heartbeat of local communities.
Funding clean energy to make
electricity more accessible. And
investing in innovative solutions
to clean polluted marine
habitats. Sustainable
investments that benefit you
and parts of the world that need
it most.”
Link out: sc.com/hereforgood

4. Standard
Chartered is Here for
good | Through
Different Eyes
(Extended Cut)

Published: 5 February 2021
Transcript: “At standard
Chartered, we believe money
can be a force for good. Which is
why we’ve committed USD75
billion to funding sustainable
projects in parts of the world
that need it most. Because
progress doesn’t have to cost our
planet.”

Link:
https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=iwpqHn
UYlTA
Description: From financing innovations
that build sustainable cities to powering
millions of people through clean energy –
find out all the ways we’re using money as
a force for good at sc.com/hereforgood

Link out: sc.com/hereforgood

Table 2. Sponsored posts on Facebook and Instagram
Source: Facebook Ad Library
https://www.facebook.com/ads/library/?active_status=all&ad_type=all&country=GB&q=Stan
dard%20chartered&search_type=keyword_unordered&media_type=all
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Ad: Here for Good |
Accelerating Zero
Sponsored
Active at time of
complaint

Date: 22 April 2022 - present
(18 May 2022)
https://www.facebook.com/
ads/library/?id=71702402298
5816

Shown on Facebook and
Instagram
Linked to ‘Here for Good’
campaign.

Ad: Here for Good |
Accelerating Zero
Sponsored
Active at time of
complaint

Date: 12 May 2022 - present
(18 May 2022)
https://www.facebook.com/
ads/library/?id=32190366750
09088

Shown on Facebook and
Instagram
Linked to ‘Here for Good’
campaign.
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Ad: Here for Good |
Accelerating Zero
Sponsored
Inactive at time of
complaint

Date: 22 April 2022 - 12 May
2022
https://www.facebook.com/
ads/library/?id=3562252064
68753

Shown on Facebook and
Instagram
Linked to ‘Here for Good’
campaign
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Ad: Here for Good |
Accelerating Zero
Sponsored
Inactive at time of
complaint

Date: 22 April 2022 - 23 April
2022
https://www.facebook.com/
ads/library/?id=5309075453
09910

Shown on Facebook and
Instagram
Linked to ‘Here for Good’
campaign

Ad: Here for Good |
Accelerating Zero
Sponsored
Active at time of
complaint

Date: 22 April 2022 - present
(18 May 2022)
https://www.facebook.com/
ads/library/?id=11538482920
72644

Shown on Facebook and
Instagram
Linked to ‘Here for Good’
campaign
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Ad: Here for Good |
Accelerating Zero
Sponsored
Active at time of
complaint

Date: 22 April 2022 - present
(18 May 2022)
https://www.facebook.com/
ads/library/?id=55419951602
1317

Shown on Facebook and
Instagram
Linked to ‘Here for Good’
campaign

Ad: Here for Good |
Accelerating Zero
Sponsored
Active at time of
complaint

Date: 22 April 2022 - present
(18 May 2022)
https://www.facebook.com/
ads/library/?id=3242693602
667895

Shown on Facebook and
Instagram
Linked to ‘Here for Good’
campaign
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Ad: Here for Good |
Accelerating Zero
Sponsored
Inactive at time of
complaint

Date: 22 April 2022 - present
(18 May 2022)
https://www.facebook.com/
ads/library/?id=31473744078
0621

Shown on Facebook and
Instagram
Linked to ‘Here for Good’
campaign

Ad: Here for Good

Date: 2 February April 2022
- 2 February 2022

Sponsored
Inactive at time of
complaint

https://www.facebook.com/
ads/library/?id=6342263476
45661

Shown on Facebook,
Facebook Messenger and
Instagram
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Ad: Here for Good |
Through Different Eyes

Date: 9 September 2021 - 24
September 2021
https://www.facebook.com/
ads/library/?id=4034208314
20709

Sponsored
Inactive at time of
complaint
Shown on Facebook and
Instagram

Table 3. TV
It is likely that these ads appear or have appeared on television on platforms without
archives or that we are unable to access.
TV: Carbon Transition

TV: Sustainable
Investments

https://www.bestadsontv.co
m/ad/131482/Standard-Char
tered-Carbon-Transition

Uploaded 3 December,
2021.

Published 7 May, 2021.
Transcript: “Can your
investments have a positive
impact on the world? At
standard Chartered, we
believe money can be a
force for good. Through
your sustainable
investments with us, we’re
https://www.ispot.tv/ad/OT_ j financing hospitals that are
/standard-chartered-sustain the heartbeat of local
able-investments
communities. Funding
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clean energy to make
electricity more accessible.
And investing in innovative
solutions to clean polluted
marine habitats.
Sustainable investments
that benefit you and parts
of the world that need it
most.”

Table 4. Twitter: Header/’bio’ image, and sample of
non-promoted posts with environmental claims from 7
January 2022 - present (18 May 2022)
Twitter Bio/Profile image
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Twitter: non-promoted post for Earth
Day
https://twitter.com/StanChart/status/151713
5779109085184

Twitter: non-promoted post
https://twitter.com/StanChart/status/151126
7452667281409

Twitter: non-promoted post
https://twitter.com/StanChart/status/15090
93076073168899
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Twitter: non-promoted post
https://twitter.com/StanChart/status/147941
3917059366912

Table 5. LinkedIn: Header/’bio’ image
https://www.linkedin.com/company/standa
rdchartered?original_referer=https%3A%2F
%2Fwww.google.com
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